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Boreale Amazone

Canadian content 100% 95%

15 year guarantee 100% for 3 years plus 
12 years amortizing

100% for 3 years plus 
12 years amortizing

Top rail Grooved wooden 9” wide             Grooved wooden 9” wide 

Type of wood (wall) Red pine Torrefi ed Jack pine

Type of wood (columns, struts) Red pine Yellow pine

Wood treatment Synthetic (ACQ) Heat (torrefaction)

Natural color of treated wood Green Brown

Seat caps
Non-slip in caramel colored
UV treated injected resin

Non-slip in brown colored
UV treated injected resin

Assembly system

Nuts, bolts and screws

Steel

Stain option Club Piscine Special Hazelnut brown  

5/16” galvanized steel cables covered with a plastic sheathing
Breaking point: 9,800 lbs per cable 

Magni 599 covering, tested 1,000 hours in saline fog

Galvanized and treated with a powder polyester paint
Tested 2,000 hours in humidity and saline fog

Characteristics

Technical Specifi cations

Seller contact information:



Why an
Aqua-bois
pool?

Aqua-Bois, a superior product

Located in Boucherville, AQUA-BOIS is a manufacturer of wooden 
pools, offering also installation services. Founded in 2000, it 
specialises in the fabrication and installation of wooden pools.

A survey conducted toward clients that bought an AQUA-BOIS 
pool revealed three major reasons to justify their investment in 
this product:

- the undeniable quality of the product that offers a solid 
resistance to our extreme weather conditions; you will never 
see an AQUA-BOIS pool open, split or crumble under the 
weight of ice or snow, causing tremendous amount of damages 
and major worries. Our pools are guaranteed 15 years.

- The AQUA-BOIS pool increases the property value with a 
product aesthetically far superior that blends perfectly with 
your landscaping, creating this peace oasis you always 
dreamed of.

- The AQUA-BOIS pool is a versatile product that can be 
designed to fit in almost every yard .

AQUA-BOIS is an economic choice compared to in-ground 
pools and a sound investment to conventional above-
ground pools.

Wood is a renewable resource that requires little energy for 
production; it also possesses insulating properties far superior 
to those of steel. Furthermore, its lighter weight for transport 

contributes to the reduction of greenhouse effects.The natural high temperature treatment of the torrefied wood 
in the Amazone product line, uses no chemical products and the 

heating process releases no waste into the atmosphere.The synthetic treatment of the Boreale product line does not 
contain arsenic and is approved by Health Canada.

Finally, we use a acrylic wood stain with a low content of VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS (VOC), a healthy product beyond actual requirement and regulation.

anecological
choice!

Among the products offered by Aqua-Bois, the Boreale model cannot be 
ignored in terms of style and quality. Especially attractive in the semi-in-
ground model, the Boreale product line is both rugged and elegant. Designed 
to resist winter conditions, it will not crumble under the weight of snow or 
black ice. 

The structural panels of the Boreale 
product line are made of red pine, a 
wood that easily absorbs and holds 
synthetic preservatives. All wood 
panels and components are treated 
with ACQ after cutting and molding 
for a uniform application. This 
copper-based pressurized treatment, 
approved by Health Canada, 
ensures that the pool be thoroughly 
protected from termites and fungal 
decomposition.

the Boreale

Here are some key elements to consider when making your decision as to what type of pool to choose:

- the AQUA-BOIS pool is not only resistant, it also offers the highest certifications required by the Province of Quebec

- our liners and pools are in inventory, we promise fast delivery 

- AQUA BOIS  wooden pools are the only ones manufactured with treated red pine. Did you know these treated wooden pools have been 
successfully  installed in Quebec for more than 30 years?

- versatile, the AQUA-BOIS pools can adapt to almost every yard; we can fabricate pools almost made to measure to be able to fit in smaller 
yards. Our personnel are equipped with the proper machinery to make sure we can access yards with limited space.

- Rest assure that AQUA-BOIS offers an excellent after sale service, accessible and efficient. Our specialists can install your pool                   
(Greater Montreal area) or recommend certified experts elsewhere. 

Do not hesitate to compare, it will convince you that AQUA-BOIS is a logical choice  and a rational investment in terms of a quality/price ratio.

- Insist on getting the manufacturer wood stain option  
performed by professionnals in optimum  conditions

the Amazone Add a touch of elegance and distinction to your landscaping with the Amazone  
product line.

The wood used in manufacturing the Amazone product line has undergone an innovative and ecological treatment: wood torrefaction. This 
technology, developed in Europe, consists of heating the wood at an extremely high temperature in order to modify its molecular structure 
and extract the nutritive elements. This technology gives great stability, an increased resistance to deterioration and even an exotic coloring 
to the torrefied wood.


